Tyrol: Thermal Baths and Adventure Worlds
Splashing, swimming, sitting back and relaxing – that’s what water worlds and thermal baths in Tyrol,
Austria are all about. Childrens’ hearts will leap with joy when they are splashing around in the
swimming pools and enjoy sliding. In the meantime adults can sit back and relax in the whirlpool, take a
massage and put their feet up in the relax area.

From the Bärenarena Berwang to the Aigner Badl spa and the well-known Aqua Dome: whatever you
wish for, the spas in Tyrol will for sure satisfy you!
Erlebnistherme Zillertal
The modern thermal bath in Fügen, located in the Zillertal valley, provides water fun as well as a relaxing
feeling. A state of the art thermal bath expects you in the Zillertal valley. A wave basin, a 133 m long
“Black Hole” water slide as well as an adventure pool create a new dimension of leisure activities. There
are many attractions: children can for example enjoy romping on a climbing net above the water surface.
However, if you rather would like to relax, indulge into the sauna world, where pleasant light effects,
stimulating aromas and calming sounds provide a cozy atmosphere. Fun and action for adults and
children are offered in the outdoor pool, where a water jet, dousing shower, starfish, air bubbles,
trampolines and many more attractions make not only children’s hearts thump with joy. After exhausting
water experiences you can sit back and relax on the lawn, including an area of 5,000 sqm.

There is even an area for babies, where they can splash to the top of their waist. Moreover there is a
games area and the little ones are really enthusiastic about playing there with friends! By the way: there
is also a family discount, and for all those who do not want to spend a whole day in the thermal bath,
there is also a two-hours ticket.

Where: in Fügen, Zillertal valley
Peculiarity: a thermal bath for kids and adults
Aqua Dome - Thermal Bath Längenfeld

The most modern thermal bath of Austria is a combination of fun and action, spa, adventures and
relaxation. Relaxation in the heart of the Oetztal Alps is what expects you in the Längenfeld thermal
bath. In a huge glass crystal there are the two indoor pools with warm water, which are directly
connected to the basins in the outdoor area.
However, three more bowl-shaped basins are located outside: the sole basin with underwater music, the
massage basin with thermal water as well as the whirl basin. These pools are characterized by a unique
architecture. However, enjoying these attractions is of utmost pleasure when it is snowing…
The Längenfeld thermal bath is also an ideal place to spend a day with your family. The “Alpen Arche
Noah”, an area for families and children that is completely separated from the facility, offers cascade
waterfalls, fountains, a swimming pool with sand banks and a 90 m long water slide, attractions which
make both adults and children get going!

Generally the facility is based on the power of opposites. Heat and cold, fragrant steam and icy rain
alternate. Moreover the elements stone, light and wood are central in the facility and make the unique
architecture even more special.
Where: in Längenfeld, Oetztal valley
Peculiarity: the most modern thermal bath of Austria with unique architecture
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